A two-step EMG-and-optimization process to estimate muscle force during dynamic movement.
The present study proposed a two-step EMG-and-optimization method for muscle force estimation in dynamic condition. Considering the strengths and the limitations of existing methods, the proposed approach exploited the advantages of min/max optimization with constraints on the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment estimated through an EMG-to-moment approach. Our methodology was tested at the knee joint during dynamic half squats, and was compared with traditional min/max optimization. In general, results showed significant differences in muscle force estimates from EMG-and-optimization method when compared with those from traditional min/max optimization. Muscle forces were higher - especially in the antagonist muscles - and more consistent with EMG patterns because of the ability of the proposed approach to properly account for agonist/antagonist cocontraction. In addition, muscle forces agree with mechanical constraints regarding the net, the agonist, and the antagonist moments, thus greatly improving the confidence in muscle force estimates. The proposed two-step EMG-and-optimization method for muscle force estimation is easy to implement with relatively low computational requirements and, thus, could offer interesting advantages for various applications in many fields, including rehabilitation, clinical, and sports biomechanics.